
     

  
Masserie e Dimore storiche nel 

Salento Tour 
 

Accommodation: Masseria Palane - Corte dei Francesi: 
Masseria Palane  is an ancient residence surrounded by ancient dry stone walls, immersed in 

the holly oak groves and centennial olive groves, and protected by the historical Vereto hill. 

Preservation and enhancement of the ancient salentino architecture of 18th century , thanks to 

which our guest will experience the magic of the past with the comforts of today. Masseria 

Palane’s pleasant and relaxing environment features a typical Mediterranean garden of the past, 

perfectly integrated with a modern saltwater heated infinity pool and a relaxation area. A perfect 

combination where our guests may enjoy a delicious cocktail. 

 
Masseria Palane (Patù - S. Maria di Leuca) 
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Corte dei Francesi is an historic residence formerly the seat of an ancient leather tannery 

which was later restored and which today houses a museum from those spaces. The name was 

given to it in honor of the Lamarque brothers, owners of the Lamarque tannery of the same 

name. The history of the building takes us back to the 19th century. Those who stop here will be 

part of a unique setting, the result of the recovery of an original living and working place, a 

housing development in which the remains and the charm of an ancient art combine with 

contemporary art. 

Dimora Storica Hotel Corte dei Francesi (Maglie) 
Ex Lamarque leather Tannery 

 

“Home is the place where, when you have to go there, 
 they have to take you in ”  

(Robert Frost) 
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Tour Package Proposal: 
“Salento,  nature, culture and ...charme”  

 

📍 Salento: Maglie - Patù   

🗓 4 nights/ 5 days (with 1 more night  extension option)  

🕤 April - October 2020 

Experience Legenda : 

- 🍀 Nature  Active Experience  (April - June / September - October) 

- 🍷 Local Authentic Experience Culture  (April - June / September - October) 

- 🏖 Sea lovers (July, August) 

 
 
Day 01.  Arrival. Hotel Corte dei Francesi. 

Pick-up at the Airport with a private car or 9 seats van with driver. 

Transfer and check-in at Corte dei Francesi, reception and welcome 

 Exp 1  Guided tour of the  Lamarque Museum  within the facility. 

20:30  Dinner at a typical restaurant in the historical centre of Maglie . 
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Day 02. Otranto and surroundings 

07:30 Rich buffet style breakfast in the ancient tannery. 

09:00 pick up from the hotel’s premises. 

9:30 - 12:30: Exp 2 Guided tour of Otranto + easy trekking and visit at the bauxite quarry. 

13:00 - 15:30 Exp 3 “In the earth’s womb”: Lunch  + oil mill augmented reality sensory tour. 

16:00 Return to the hotel and relax. 

20:30 Dinner and overnight stay. 
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Day 03. Gallipoli - Patù.  
Masseria Palane 

07:30  Rich buffet style breakfast in the 

ancient tannery. 

09:30  Check out e pick up from the hotel’s 

premises. 

Optional experiences 

1)    10:00 - 13:00 Exp 4  Easy Trekking at 

Porto Selvaggio natural park 

13:30 - 15:30Exp  5 Visit to a ancient oil mill 

with typical products and cheese tasting  

 16:00 -18:00  Exp 6 Guided tour of 

Gallipoli’s historical centre and to the Castle  

 

 2) Exp 4  Minicruise with lunch on board. 

16:30 - 18:30  Exp 5 Guided tour of 

Gallipoli’s historical centre and to the Castle  

19:00 Arrival at Masseria Palane. Check in 

and reception. Relax. 

20:30 Dinner at a typical restaurant within 

walking distance from Masseria Palane. 
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Giorno 04.  Patù 

07:30 - 10:00  Rich breakfast with local typical products.  

Optional experiences: 

1) 10:00 - 15:00 Exp 6 Easy Trekking: Cento Pietre ( or Veretum trail) Trail  (Box lunch 

prepared by Masseria Palane)  

15:30 Return to Masseria Palane and relax. Dinner. 
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Cantina Castel de Salve     Cooking class Cantiere del gusto 

 
2)  10:30 - 12:30 Exp 6 Wine tasting at: Cantina Castel di Salve  

13:00 - 15:30 Exp 7 Tricase Port: Cooking class and tasting at  Cantiere del Gusto. 

16:30 Return to Masseria Palane and relax. Dinner.  
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S.Maria di Leuca 

3) 10:30 - 12:00 Exp 6 Boat tour and visit to the sea caves  

12:30 - 14:00 Seafront seafish light lunch . 

14:00 - 17:00 Free time & relax.  

17:30 - 18:30 Exp 7 Walk and guided visit to the  Leuca’s old villas. 

19:00 - 20:00 Exp 8 Dinner with typical products at Boccaccio Restaurant in  S.Maria di Leuca 

 
 
Day 05. Lecce - Departure  
09:00 check out 

10:00 - 12:00  Exp 9 Guided tour in Lecce 

Fine 
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Extension di 1 night :  
Day 5. Lecce 
09:00 check out at Masseria Palane 

10:00 - 14:00 Exp 9 Guided tour of  Lecce and lunch with typical products 

14:30 Check in at Palazzo Rollo 

Free time. 

20:30 Dinner at Ristorante La scarpetta. 
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Day 6. Alberobello and Polignano. Departure. 
 

 
08:30 check out e pick up dalla struttura. 

 

Exp 10 Alberobello - Polignano  

Transfer to the airport. Departure 

End of tour and services. 

* This experience is affected by the flights departure timetables 
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Prices:     
from € 1500,00  

 
 
The prices include: 

- 4 nights in: masserie e historical residences with high quality. 

- n.9 experiences and guided tours with professional and certifies guides (english 

speaker) 

- Full board service. 

- Car or van with personal  driver. 

- Technical Direction of : G.Local Tour Operator srls. 
 

 


